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	It was early 2006, and I was spending many frustrating hours testing and learning
	many of the frameworks and libraries on the internet. Seemingly, out of nowhere, I
	stumbled upon an extension to YUI or YUI-ext, developed by an unknown at the time,
	Jack Slocum.


	At last! An Ajax library that was easy to use and well-documented. All of this work
	was for a small web application that I was developing during a six-month contract.
	Keep in mind that Enterprise Web 2.0 apps were nonexistent, so I knew I was venturing
	into uncharted territory.


	By late 2006, the project had come to a close, as did the contract, forcing me to
	reassess my career goals. I had a strong feeling that the Enterprise Rich Intranet
	Application was going to be very popular, so I decided to become as active as I could
	in the YUI-ext community, focusing my efforts on learning, implementing, and
	extending the framework. You could say that I became an evangelist of sorts.


	Flash forward to the summer of 2008, when Michael Stephens at Manning Publications
	contacted me regarding the development of a book for their In Action series.
	Becoming an author of a book was something that I had never dreamed of.


	Before the challenge of this book was presented to me, I had already spent countless
	hours on the Ext JS forums helping developers like you and me solve a myriad of
	problems. This was in addition to authoring articles published on various blogs, emagazine
	articles, and online video tutorials, some of which are longer in duration
	than most shows on television! So, when Michael Stephens contacted me, I was immediately
	excited to explore this avenue of knowledge transfer.
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Introducing AutoCAD Civil 3D 2010Sybex, 2009
Two civil engineering experts present a focused, no-nonsense introduction to Autodesk's civil engineering software

AutoCAD Civil 3D is the industry-leading civil engineering software, and this well-structured resource features focused discussions and practical exercises to help you quickly learn its core features. Reinforced with...
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Implementing Voice over IPJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
In general, voice transmission over the Internet protocol (IP), or VoIP, means
transmission of real-time voice signals and associated call control information
over an IP-based (public or private) network. The term IP telephony is commonly
used to specify delivery of a superset of the advanced public switched
telephone network...
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Essential C# 4.0 (3rd Edition) (Microsoft .NET Development Series)Addison Wesley, 2010

	Essential C# 4.0 is a well-organized,“no-fluff” guide to all versions of C# for programmers at all levels of C# experience. This fully updated edition shows how to make the most of C# 4.0’s new features and programming patterns to write code that is simple, yet powerful.

...
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Motion Graphics with Adobe Creative Suite 5 Studio TechniquesAdobe Press, 2010

	Almost all motion graphics artists today use After Effects, Photoshop, or Illustrator to some degree in their projects. But how do they decide which tool is best for the job and how can they utilize the various components in the Creative Suite together for the most efficient and effective workflow? This book cuts to the chase and shows...
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Paleogenomics: Genome-Scale Analysis of Ancient DNA (Population Genomics)Springer, 2019

	
		Advances in genome-scale DNA sequencing technologies have revolutionized genetic research on ancient organisms, extinct species, and past environments. When it is recoverable after hundreds or thousands of years of unintended preservation, “ancient DNA” (or aDNA) is often highly degraded, necessitating specialized handling...
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Knowledge Management and Management Learning:: Extending the Horizons of Knowledge-Based ManagementSpringer, 2005
Over the last few years, both knowledge management and management
learning (including e-learning) have received sufficient coverage in
publications. I am glad to refer, amongst others, to my own publications
with Gert Van der Linden: The Hybrid Business School: developing
knowledge management through management learning...
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